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After defeating Shub-Niggurath, you arrive back at your home base on Earth, but it's not all blue skies and butterflies.
Apparently, not all QUAKE forces have been subdued. 5d3b920ae0
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dont send me your freemod/game black. This mission pack has the same compelling gameplay plus some cool new guns. Where
Quake was a classic FPS, its first mission pack is a classic example of an expansion done right. Developed by Hipnotic
Interactive, who would later rebrand themselves as Ritual Entertainment and work on such titles as SiN, Heavy Metal: F.A.K.K.
2 and Legacy of Kain: Defiance, Scourge of Armagon expands the Quake experience by adding a new campaign, several new
enemies, weapons and powerups, all of them blending right in with the old elements. However, I feel that the expansion's
strongest point were its levels. Creatively designed and much more difficult than the vanilla game, they're expansive and make
use of more advanced mechanics and visuals in order to accomodate and overall complete the mission pack's other additions. If
you enjoyed Quake, you'd be sinning if you passed this mission pack over.. While not as perfected as Quake, this is still pretty
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good. It takes a practical approach to mapping, as opposed to the more abstract nature of base Quake. While this causes it to
suffer a bit game-play wise, various buildings look like they are meant for something. It reminded me a lot of the sort of
mapping that went into the Turok series. Unfortunately, I didn't like the soundtrack, it struck me as quite generic mid-90s video
game music. Not worth the effort of tracking down, and I shut it off about midway through. The new enemies seem interesting,
but I didn't see much of their gimmicks before they disappeared into a shower of gibs. Two of the new weapons were useful, but
the third was outclassed by the easier-to-find Thunderbolt.. Yes, this is what an expanion should be!. awsome weapon pack
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